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STATE OF MAINE
lnter~Departmental Memorandum
To_--L~e,.._,,.e___..S~c"'-'-'-h=e~p~p~s=.L,___.D'"-=-i=r~e~c~t~o=r____
From

•-~~~r~~- Pidot, Assistant

Dept. Bureau of Public Lands
Dept.

Attorney General

·· - J - ---

Subject ~P~r-'-o~p~o_s_e_d_R_e_v_i_s_i_·_o_n_s__
t_o_M_i_·_n_i_n_g..___L=-a_w_s______________________

This is in response to your memo to Paterson in which you seek advice
concerning proposed revisions to the mining laws.
With respect to new section 7A, relating to common and undivided
interests of the State, I would like to share the following thoughts:
1. The first sentence of your new section 7A allows the two
bureau directors to establish procedures with respect to the granting
of rights to mine on lands in which the State owns a common and
undivided interest. However, the scope of . this sentence, as well as.
that of the rest of this new section, appears to cover only those
common and undivided interests of the State which are part of the
Public Reserved Lands. Although I recognize that the State at this
time probably has few or even no common and undivided ownership
interests except as part of its Public Reserve Lands, this may not
always be so.
Accordingly, you might consider whether the scope
of this new section should be extended to all lands of the State
in the same way that the rest of the mining laws so extend.
2.
The second sentence of new section 7A allows the bureau directors,
by regulation, to condition the granting of a right to mine lands
in which the State owns a common and undivided interest upon the consent
of a majority of the private common and undivided owners of such
lands.
I would think it clearer, if you have already determined this
to be the best way in which to handle such interests, that you make
such condition a requirement directly imposed by the statute rather than
leaving it to the discretion of the bureau directors to be exercised
by subsequent promulgation of regulations.
3. Since the second sentence of new section 7A states that the condition
to the granting of rights to mine lands, in which the State has a
common and undivided interest, will be that the majority of private
owners consent, the implication is that this rule will extend even to
cases where the State may be the majority owner. Thus, the implication
is that, were the State to own a two-thirds common and undivided
interest, the filing of a claim would still depend upon obtaining the
consent of the majority of the remaining privately-owned, one-third
interest.
If that is not your intent, for purposes of clarification,
I would suggest modifying this sentence so as to deal only with
instances where the State is a minority interest owner in the land
involved, as is the case in the next sentence of your proposed
revision.
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4. The third sentence of new section 7A continues to be troublesome to me.
Although your memo which accompanied this draft sets
forth your thinking as to the intended meaning of this sentence,
I remain concerned that the breadth of the sentence might be misconstrued
by a few mischievous parties. particularly if taken out of context,
the sentence is extremely broad:
it states very simply that the
State-owned minority interest shall not be used to prevent mineral
development by the private owners of the majority interest. Although
I do not believe it to be your intent, I would fully expect someone
to argue that this sentence in significant ways impairs the bureau
directors'ability to properly deal with minority interests and the
mining rights therein, to adopt regulations establishing fair procedures
for the management and disposition of such interests and rights, to
allow for the issuance of negative land use rulings and/or to seek
a partition of the State's interest where necessary or desirable, as all
of these actions might be characterized as in some way impairing the
majority owners' rights to quickly and easily initiate mining operations.
Although some of these possible inferences may be countered by referring
to the subsequent provisions in this section, I think it preferable for
this sentence to be replaced with a provision or provisions dealing
directly with what is specifically intended. Thus, if there are specific
ways (in addition to those elsewhere set forth in this section) in which
you intend that the State's minority interest should be dealt with
in order to avoid conflicts with the will of the majority owners, I
would suggest that such specific practices and policies be set forth
in the statute.
5. I would suggest that the phrases "consistent with the purposes
hereof" and "issued hereunder", as they appear in the second- and
third-to-last sentences in section 7A, be modified to speci£y whether
it is this section or the entire chapter which is intended to be
referred to by such phrases.
6. As you may recall, one of my concerns with the draft you earlier
sent to me was the broad and unguided discretion which the first
sentence of section 7A appears to vest in the bureau directors in
promulgating regulations covering the management and disposition of
mining rights in the lands in which the State owns a common and undivided
interest. As we then discussed, my concern was not with mere procedural
requirements that might be adopted under such regulations but with those
regulations which might deal with substantive rights with respect to
which no statutory guidelines were set forth. I assume the inclusion of
some of the new sentences of this most recent draft are meant to remedy th:
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potential problem, and that the regulations which you intend
to subsequently adopt will, except as provided for by these
new statutory provisions, deal with primarily procedural
matters respecting the filing of claims, granting of licenses,
leases, etc.
As it is difficult in writing to address some of these issues
in other than a cryptic fashion, I would be happy to discuss
them with you at your convenience.

STATE OF MAINE
To

Robert Doyle
Lee Schepps

t.,.,-/"

Inter,Departmental Memorandum

From _ _J_e_f_f_P_i_d_o_t_,_A_s_s_i_s_t_a_
,A._-=€1
_~\{?
,____

Dept. _ _ _ _C_o_n~s_e_r_v_a_t_i_o_n_______

Dept. _ _ _ _A_t_t_o_r_n_e......c._y_·_G_e_n_e_r_a_l_____

Subject _ _ _ _ _P_r_o-=p'-o_s_e_d__
R_e-=g'---u_l_a_t_i_o_n_o_f_M_a_i_n_e__G_e_o_l_o-=g'-i_c_a_l_S_u_r_v_e.....::y=--------------

After carefully considering your proposed regulation, I am
unable to approve the same in its present form.
12 M.R.S.A.
c. 201-A, the statute under which the proposed regulation is to
be adopted, establishes certain procedures for mining on "lands
owned by the state". You have indicated to me that, at the
time you drafted the statute, it was not generally your intent
that it deal with mining on lands in which the state owns only
a common and undivided interest. Moreover, the procedures set
forth in the statute for establishing mining rights in "state
owned lands", in the absence of the types of modifications
suggested by your regulation, do not appear to contemplate the
peculiarities of common and undivided ownership. Despite these
sources of doubt, however, I believe that it is not beyond the
reasonable exercise of your power to administratively interpret
th~ terms of your statute for you to determine that, on its
face, the term "lands owned by the state" includes lands in
which the state is a partial or co-owner. However, in expressly
applying the statute to these types of jointly owned lands, your
proposed regulation appears to make certain "modifications" to
the statutory framework. While some of these modifications seem
to be quite modest, and while you may feel some or all to be
reasonable and necessary in order to develop a workable scheme for
lands in which the State owns a common and undivided interest,
the statute, once you have determined to apply it to such
situations, must apply in full and cannot be subject to modifications, no matter how slight, by administrative interpretation
or regulation.
The specific provisions in your proposed regulation
which appear to me to be inconsistent with the statute are noted
on the attached copy.
If you judge that the various departures from the statutory
framework which your regulation : appears to create are necessary
to the practical administration of the law, I would advise that you
not construe the present statute to cover common and undivided
interests in land ahd that; in any event, you propose legislation
in the next session which specifically enlarges the scope of the
statute and deals with common and undivided interests in a way
you deem to be practical and effective.
Although some of the concerns expressed here are ones which
have, to some degree, been the subject of discussion and debate
among us, I must apologize for any delay that may have been caused
by my failure to formally respond _to them earlier.
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In addition to the provisions of Paragraph 2 hereof, where·

the State owns less than a majority interest in the land involved,
the provisions of this paragraph shall apply.

In this situation,

staking shall be required only to the extent that the Director of
the Survey specifically determines that the particular circumstances
permit.

Upon filing the claim {and staking to the extent specifically

required by the Director under this paragraph), the person filing
the claim shall be considered the claimholder of record of the
State's minority interest.

The amount of the claim fee and the
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required amount of work to be performed on the claim shall be pro-
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portionately reduced to reflect the State's interest in the claimed '
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area, provided, however, the amount of the claim fee and the requjirec
amount of work shall not be less than $10 and $250 per year, respectively.
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A person with a registered claim shall be required to
.·

certify to the Survey, in an affidavit pursuant to Section 547.G
of the Mining Laws, the amount and nature of the work done with
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respect to areas claimed, but shall not be required to include in
~uch affidavit or to file with the Survey proprietary information
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provided, however the Survey shall not enter into any license to
mine or mining lease unless and until it shall have had an opportunity to examine, in such detail as the Director of the Survey
shall require, such information as has been provided· or may be
available to the majority owner(s) of the land involved.
4.
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Except as otherwise expressly provided in these regulations,
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all provisions of the Mining Laws shall apply to the interest of
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the State in all lands in which the State owns a common and undivided
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3/24/78
PROPOSED REGULATIONS
OF MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
CONCERNING MINING ON LANDS IN WHICH THE STATE
HAS A CO~lM.ON AND UNDIVIDED INTEREST
Pursuant to the provisions of Title 12 M.R.S.A., Section 542.7,
the Maine Geological Survey (the "Survey'') hereby adopts the following
regulations concerning mining on public lands in which the State has
a common and undivided interest:
1.

Definitions.

(a) "Person" shall include individuals, part-

nerships, corporations and other legal entities.
(b}

"Mining Laws" shall mean the provisions of Title 12

M.R.S.A., Chapter 201A, Subchapter II~
2.

Where the State owns a common and.undivided interest in

(but less than the whole of) any land (the "land") in which is
situated any potential or actual mineral deposit with respect to·
which a person (the "Prospector") wishes to engage in exploration
or mining activities, then the Prospector shall be required to obtain
a prospector's permit under Section 547 of the_Mining Laws prior to
r-'i

engaging in such exploration activities.

The Survey shall accept

no claim for filing, issue no machinery and explosives permit, nor
I'

issue a license to mine or mining lease covering the land involved

'f

unless and until the Prospector shall have obtained the written
consent of the owners of a majority interest in the land, exclusive
of the common and undivided interest of the State.

The written

consent may take the form of a separate agreement between other
common and undivided owners and the Prospector.

Any claim, permit,

license or lease shall extend to and include only the interest of
the State in the land, and may be conditioned upon notices to cotenants
pursuant to Title 14 M.R.S.A., Section 7505.
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Subject _ _ _ _ _P_r_o_p_o_s_e_d
__R_e_g_u_l_a_t_i_o_n__o_f_M_a_i_·_n_e_G_e_o_l_o_g_i_c_a_l_S_u_r_v_e_y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

After carefully considering your proposed regulation, I am
unable to approve the same in its present form.
12 M. R.S . A.
c. 201-A , the statute under which the proposed regulation is to
be adopted , establishes certain procedures for mining on "lands
owned by the state". You have indicated to me that , at the
time you drafted the statute , it was not generally your intent
that it deal with mining on lands in which the state owns only
a com.man and undivided interest . Moreover , the procedures set
forth in the statute for establishing mining rights in "state
owned lands" , in the absence of the types of modifications
suggested by your regulation , do not appear to contemplate the
peculiarities of common and undivided ownership . Despite these
sources of doubt, however, I believe that it is not beyond the
reasonable exercise of your power to administratively interpret
the terms of your statute for you to determine that , on its
face, the term "lands owned by the state" includes lands in
which the state is a partial or co-owner. However , in expressly
applying the statute to these types of jointly owned lands, your
proposed regulation appears to make certain "modifications" to
the statutory framework. While some of these modifications seem
to be quite modest, and while you may feel some or all to be
reasonable and necessary in order to develop a workable scheme for
lands in which the State owns a common and undivided interest,
the statute, once you have determined to apply it to such
situations , must apply in full and cannot be subject to modifications, no matter how slight, by administrative interpretation
or regulation.
The specific provisions in your proposed regulation
which appear to me to be inconsistent with the statute are noted
on the attached copy.
If you judge that the various departures from the statutory
framework which your regulation : appears to create are necessary
to the practical administration of the law , I would advise that you
not construe the present statute to cover common and undivided
interests in land ahd that ; in any event , you propose legislation
in the next session which specifically enlarges the scope of the
statute and deals with common and undivided interests in a way
you deem to be practical and effective .
Although some of the concerns expressed here are ones which
have, to some degree , been the subject of discussion and debate
among us, I must apologize for any delay that may have been caused
by my failure to formally respond _to them earlier.

3/24/78
PROPOSED REGULATIONS
OF MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
CONCERNING MINING ON LANDS IN WHICH THE STATE
HAS A COM.MON AND UNDIVIDED INTEREST
Pursuant to the provisions of Title 12 M.R.S.A., Section 542.7,
the .Maine Geological Survey (the "Survey") hereby adopts the following
regulations concerning mining on public lands in which the State has
a common and undivided interest:

1.

Definitions.

(a) "Person" shall include individuals, part-

nerships, corporations and other legal entities.
(b)

"Mining Laws" shall mean the provisions of Title 12

M.R.S.A., Chapter 201A, Subchapter II.

2.

Where the State owns a common and.undivided interest in

(but less than the whole of) any land (the "land") in which is
situated any potential or actual mineral deposit with respect to
which a person (the "Prospector") wishes to engage in exploration
or mining activities, then the Prospector shall be required to obtain
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a prospector's permit under Section 547 of the_Mining Laws prior to
engaging in such exploration activities.

The Survey shall accept

no claim for filing, issue no machinery and explosives permit, nor
issue a license to mine or mining lease covering the land involved
unless and until the Prospector shall have obtained the written
consent of the owners of a majority interest in the land, exclusive
of the common and undivided interest of the State.

The written

consent may take the form of a separate agreement between other
common and undivided owners and the Prospector.

Any claim, permit,

license or lease shall extend to and include only the interest of
the State in the land, and may be conditioned upon notices to cotenants
pursuunt to Title 14 M.R.S.A., Section 7505.
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In addition to the provisions of Paragraph 2 hereof, where·

the State owns less than a majority interest in the land involved,
the provisions of this paragraph shall apply.

In this situation,

staking shall be required only to the extent that the Director of
the Survey specifically determines that the particular circumstances
permit.

Upon filing the 6laim (and staking to the extent specifically

required by the Director under this paragraph), the person fil~ng
the claim shall be considered the claimholder of record of the
State's minority interest.

The amount of the claim fee and the

required amount of work to be performed on the claim shall be proportionately reduced to reflect the State's interest in the claimed ~-------
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amount of work shall not be less than $10 and $250 per year, respectively.

A person with a registered claim shall be required to
,

certify to the Survey, in an affidavit pursuant to Section 547.G
of the Mining Laws, the amount and nature of the work done with
respect to areas claimed, but shall not be required to include in
~uch affidavit or to file with the Survey proprietary information
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des er ibing the extent and content of the mineral deposit involve~
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provided, however the Survey shall not enter into any license to
mine or mining lease unless and until it shall have had an opportunity to examine, in such detail as the Director of the Survey
shall require, such information ~s has been provided• or may be
available to the majority owner(s) of the land involved.
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all provisions of the Mining Laws shall apply to the interest of
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February 6, 1978

Mr. B.A. Bouley
Regional Geologist
Phelps Dodge Exploration East Inc.
P.O. Box 1046
Bangor, Me. 04401
Dear Mr. Bouley:
Recent changes in mining laws relating to State lands have clarified and simplified procedures for acquiring rights to mineral
development on these land:1. At the scime time, the Bureau of
Public Lands has .initiatGd a managernent program to make more
effective use of State owned lands.
One of the areas in need of clarification is the procedure concerning mining rights for the State's corn.man and undivided
interest in townships or tracts which are partially owned by
the State. At the present time, the Maine Geological Survey
is operating merely under an informal policy by which the State
receives a proportional interest in a mining venture at the time
when a mineral deposit has been defined and development begins.
By virtue of the creation of the Bureau of Public Lands and the
recent land exchanges conducted by that agency, the State now has
minority and majority common and undivided interests in several
townships and tracts~
The procedure concerning mining rights
on these lands is, therefore, in need of refinement.
Enclosed is a proposed regulation prepared jointly by the Maine
Geological Survey and the Bureau of Public Lands.
Since the
proposed regulation refers to the new law, a copy of the revised
statutes governing mining on State lands is enclosed.

Essentially, this regulation would allow a State--owned common
and undivided interest to become available for claim-staking
in conjunction with the commitment of the other joint owners
to permit active exploration and/or mining on the land involved.
If agreement cannot be reached in a given situation then, of
course, one or more of the owners are entitled to partition
their respective interests.

February 6, 1978
Page 2

We will conduct a public hearing on this regulation at 10:A.M.
on Monday, February 27, 1978 1 at the Ray Building Third Floor
Conference Room, l\1'-1HI Ground;:;, Outer Hospital Street r Augusta.
You may attend the hearing if you wish, but, in any event,
your comments and suggesi:ions are invited to be sent to either
or both of the undersigned at any time up until 10 days
subsequent to the hearing date.

Very truly yours,
Robert G. Doyle, Director
Maine Geological Survey
RGD/lab
Enclosures

J. 1\1. Huber Corporation
55 Union Wharf

Portland, Maine 04111
Mailing Address:

TELEPHONE
772 -4671
A REA CODE 207

P. 0 . Box 7148
Downtown Station
Portland, Maine 04112
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Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Director
Maine Geological Survey
Department of Conservation
Augusta, Maine 04333

Dear Mr. Doyle:
Thank you for your letter of 11 January 1978 and the
copy of the proposed regulation you have prepared.
I have no comments nor suggestions. The regulation
appears to cover the situation with regard to undivided lands
in a straightforward manner.
I note there is no specific
mention of unlocated public lots but probably no need, since
I assume they would be treated simply as an undivided interest.
I am sure such regulations are timely, since you no doubt
know there is suddenly quite a flurry of interest in mineral
exploration in Maine.
I appreciate your keeping us informed and will be glad
to help in any way we can in the future.

Very truly yours,
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David c. Semonite
Vice President
DCS:rg
c -

Lee Schepps, Director
Department ~of Conservation
Augusta, Maine

,

8. C. SCOTT •

'2316

'¥'icklyn Road, Lanwste1", Pennsylvania

17601 • (717) 569-6313

March 13, 1978

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Director
Maine Geological Survey
Mr. Lee M. Schepps, Director
Bureau of Public Lands
Department of Conservation
Augusta, Maine 04333

Re: Proposed Regulations
of Maine Geological Survey
Concerning Mining on Lands
in Which the State Has a
Common and Undivided Interest

Gentlemen:
As I have discussed with both of you over the past few
months, the companies I represent object to certain provisions of the proposed regulations you sent out for comment
on January 11, 1978.
The principal problems we see with the proposed regulations appear to be a result of trying to make the present
mining statutes, which were written to cover lands owned
100% by the State, apply to the State's minority undivided
interests in lands principally owned by individuals or corporations. While we dislike some of the provisions of the
Statutes as they refer to lands totally owned by the State,
specifically those that relate to the unknown terms of
mining agreements with the State as described below, at
least we can choose not to explore those lands without excluding ourselves from major parts of the unorganized townships. If the statutes are extended to apply to the State's
small undivided ownership in many townships, the State attains what amounts to veto power over proposed operations
through ownership of a very small undivided interest. This
veto power could be a serious impediment to development of
the mineral potential of whole townships. We do not believe
this is in the best interests of either the landowners, the
companies willing to risk capital on exploration, or the
State.
Our first specific objection to the proposed regulations is the absence of a definition of what the State would
demand in mining agreements covering its common and undivided interests in unorganized townships. Under the pro-

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Director
Mr. Lee M. Schepps, Director

March 13,
Page 2

1978

visions of the present statutes covering mining on State
land, a minable ore doposit must be discovered and substantiated to the State before a License to Mine can be
granted, and a Mining Lease cannot be entered into with the
State until after a License to Mine has been granted. A
public hearing must precede the issuance of a License to
Mine.
During this period, which includes all of the exploration period, the Lessee has no idea whether the terms
demanded by the State will be prohibitive to mining any
ore body he might discover. Exploration for minerals is
a gamble, typically running into millions of dollars, and
few individuals or mining companies can afford to undertake
that gamble without a firm mineral agreement in hand. The
state has taken a position with respect to its own land
that is the equivalent of saying: "Spend your risk money,
find an ore deposit, if you can, and then we will tell you
what terms we will impose on its development. 11 The State
has thereby effectively brought mineral exploration on its
own land to a halt. To do likewise in situations where it
has only a minor interest would be grossly unfair to the
owner of the majority interest.
We also object to the provision in the proposed regulations requiring a Lessee to release proprietary information to the Geological Survey. Releasing information to
private owners under the terms of a contract often can be
done without jeopardizing the advantage of information the
explorer has worked so hard to develop, but we fear that
releasing information to the State is nearly equivalent to
publishing it, because of the nright to knowrr laws. An
explorer spends his time, talent, and capital to collect and
develop information, and releasing that information to the
State could allow his competitor to attain it at no cost or
effort.
We feel that the State's minority interests in unorganized townships should be handled the same as private
undivided interests, to remove the State from the plural
role of landlord, regulator, and policeman. Only then can
the mineral potential of these lands be fully explored.

cc:

J. S.
J.M.
R. B.
R. T.
B. S.

Cummings
Langton
Ludden
Sellars, Jr.
Wyckoff

Scott
Consultant to
J. S. CUMMINGS, INC.
THE LOUISIANA LAND & EXPLORATION C
THE SUPERIOR OIL COMPANY
PHELPS DODGE EXPLORATION EAST, INC

March 14, 1978

Mr. W:111.iam C. Scott

231.6 Wicklyu Rd.
Lancaster, PA 17601

Dear Bill:

I am writing to express my thanks for the contribution
you ma.de, both in person and by letter, making comments and
suggestions in regard to the proposed regulation regarding
the StA.te's undivided interest in the unorganized townships.
The comments that we have received are heing reviewed by
various membess of the department and by our legal counsel.
Because of the very serious nature of the propoyed
regulation and your very careful review, it: will he a mon·th

or two before we are able to review and make any changes in
this regulation. I will advise you from time to tim~ of our
progress, and ~erhaps be asking fqr additional helpful comments.
Thank you again for your help and support.

Very truly yours,

Robert G. Doyle, Director
Maine Geological Survey

RGD/lab

March 14, 1978

Mr. James B. Zimp:dteh

Pierce, Atwoodt Scribner, Allen, Smith & Lancaster
One Mom.nnent Square

Portland, Maine 04101

Dear Mr.Zimpritch:
I am writing to express my thanks for the contribution you
made, both in person and by letter, making comrnents and suggestions
in regard to the proposed regulation regarding the State's
undivided interest in thf:t unorganized townships. The comments
that we have received are being reniewed by various members
of the dep.41rtment and by our legal counsel.
Because of the very serious nature of
and your very careful review, it will be a
we are able to revie-94 and make any changes
I will advise you from time to time of our
be asking for additional helpful comments.

the pro~oaed regulation
month or two before
in this regulation.
progress, and perhaps

Thank you again for your help and support.
Very truly yours,

Robert G. Doyle, Director
}faine Geological Survey
RGD/lab

/

March 14, 1978

Mr. Lawrence D. Wing
P.O. Box 1042
Bangor, Me. 04401
Dear Larry:
I am writing to express my thanks for the contribution you
made, both in person and by
, making comments and suggestions
in regard to the proposed regulation regarding the State's undivided
interest
the unorganized townships. The comments that we have
received are uG~~•& reviewed by various members of the department
and by our
counsel.
Because of the very serious nature of
and your very careful review, it will be a
we are able to ~eview and make any changes
I will advise you from time to time of our
be
for additional helpful comments.
Thank you again for your help

the proposed regulation
month or two before
in this regulation.
progress, and perhaps

support.

Very truly yours,

G. Doyle, Director
Maine Geological Survey
RGD/lab

\

\

March 14, 1978

Mr. Jerry D. Perkins
Director of Transportation and Purchases
Great Northern Paper Company
75 Prospect St.
Stamford, Connecticut 06901
Dear Mr. Perkins:
I am writing to express my thanks for the contribution you
made, both in person and by letter, making comments and suggestions
in regard to the proposed regulation regarding the State's
und:tvided interest: in the unorganized townships. The comments
what we have received are being reviewed by various members
of the department and by our legal counsel.
Because of the very serious nature of
and your very careful review, it will be a
we are able to review and make any changes
I will advise you fr.om time to ttme of our
be asking for additional helpful comments.

the proposed regulation
month or two before
in this regulation.
progress, and perhaps

Thank you again for your help and support.
Very truly yours,

Robert G. Doyle, Director
Maine Geological Survey
RGD/lab

March 14, 1978

Mr. Omer R. Ilumble
E:!i.--xon Minarals Cori1pany

P.O. Box 120
Denver, Colorado 80201
Dear Mr. Humbl:2:

I am i:rriting to exprsssmfW thanks :for the contribution
you made, hoth in perr.;on and by let tar, making comments and
suggestioru in regard to the proposed -regulatfon regarding

the

's undivided interest in the unorganized townships.

The conn.nenta that we have received a.re bei1:1g r~view1::d by

various members of the department and by our legal counsel.
Because of the very serious nature of the proposed.
regulation and your very careful review, it will be a. month
or two before we are able to review and make uny changes in
this regulation. I will advise you from time to time of our
progress, and perhaps be asking for additional helpful
comments.

Thank you again for your help and support.
Very truly yours,

Robert G. Doyle, Director
Maine Geological Survey
RGD/lab

March 14, 1978

Mr. Herbart R. Babitske
USBM Li.aison Officer
U.S. Buraau of M:l.nes

P.O. Box 228
Auguste, Me. 04330

Dear Herb:
I run writing to express my thanks for the contribution
you made. both in perso1.1 and t>y letter• ma.kiug comments and
~uieeetions tu regard to the proµosed rogulation regarding
th~ State' a imdj_vidad. interest ill the unorg,mizad townships.
The co11111ents that wa have re<!eived are belng reviewed by
various members of th• department and by our legal coux1ael.

Becaus& of the very serious nature "f the proposed
regulation and your very careful r-'vi.ew. it wi.11 be

~

or two before we are able to review and make any changes in
this regulation. I will advise you from tima to time of our
progress, and pe.rh,t-ps be a!!king for addi.tional helpful
comtMnts.
Thank you again for your help and support.
Very truly yours,

R£>bert G. Doyle, Director
Maine Geological Survey

RGD/lab

March 14, 1978

M:t·. John Bork

General Manager-Woodlands
Brown Company
650 Main Street
Berlin, NH 03570

Dear Mr. Bork.:
I am writing to express my thanks for the contribution
you made, both in parson and by letter,, ranking cnnments Hnd
euggestiooa in regard to the proposed regulation regarding
the State I s undivided interest in the unorgaoh:ed townships.
The comments that we have received are heing reviewed by
various members of the department and by our legal connsel.

Because of the very serious nature of the proposed
rogalation and your very careful review, it will be a month
or two before we are able to review and make any changes in
this regulation. I will advise you from time to time of our
progress~ and perhaps be asking for additional helpful
jom:nents.
Thank you again for your help and support.

Very truly yours,

Robert G. Doyle, Director
!4:aine Geological Survey

RGD/lab

March 14, 1978

Mr. Allen Leighton
Seven Island Land Co.
15 Columbia Street
Bangor, !·'..e, Ot, L1.0l
Dear Al:

I am writing to express my thanks for the contribution
you made, both in person and by letter, making comments and
suggeatioua in regard tr" the proposed regul!ition regardinr,
the State I s undivided interest in the 1mo~f,an5.zed townshipa.
'l'b.e conw,ei.:its ,:hat we have received a.rt-i being reviewed by
various memb~rs of the department and by our lega~. counsel.

Becani;.'~ of tha very serious n,'3.turs of the proposed
regulation and your very careful review, it w:.f.11 be a. tn.onth
or t:wo before we a:re able to review and make any changes in

this regulation. I will advise you from time to time of our
progress, and perhaps be asking for addit:1.onal helpful
comments.
Thank you again for your help and support.
Very truly yours,

Robert G. Doyle, Director
Maine Geological Survey
RGl)/lab

I

March 14, 1978

Mr. John S. Cummings
J.S. Cummings Inc.
51 Broadway
Bangor~ Me. 0li/•01

Dear John:

I am writing to express my thanks for the contribution
you made, both in person and by letter, making comments and
suggestions in regard t o the proposed ;~<:?gulation regarding
the State's ut;.divided interest in t:he unorganiz2d town.ships.
The comr,1ents th a t we have reeeived ar~ being r~vi:;wetl b-y
various members of the department and by our legal counsel.

Because of the very sertous nature of tha proposed
regulation and your very careful review, it will be. a m.or.t11hh
or two b~.fore we are able to revie,w a;.1d make any changf?;s in
this regulation. I will advise you from time to timB of our

progress, and perhaps be asking for additional helpful
comments.
Thank you again for your help and support.

Very truly yours,

Robert G. Doyle, Director

Maine Geological Survey

RGD/lab
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Great Northern Paper
a company of
Great Northern Nekoosa Corporation

March 3, 1978

Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Director
Maine Geological Survey
Department of Conservation
State of Maine
Augusta, Maine 04333
Dear Mr. Doyle:
I am writing in connection with proposed legislation affecting mineral exploration and extraction
on lands where the State has a common and undivided
interest.
Mr. Bill Scott, who represents The Louisiana
Land and Exploration and The Superior Oil Companies'
interests in some mineral exploration agreements with
Great Northern Paper Company, has raised some pertinent concerns with the proposed regulations in the
attached. We concur with Mr. Scott's concern and
hope you will give the points he raised just consideration
in formulating the final proposed legislation.
Sincerely,

,)},bV½

f

~

'

C/e:ry
Perkins
Director of Transportation
and Purchases
JDP:d
attachment
cc:

Mr. B. C. Scott
2316 Wicklyn Rd.
Lancaster, Pa. 17601
Mr. R. F. Bartlett

75 Prospect Street, Stamford, Connecticut 06901.

(203) 359-4000

February 23, 1978

Mr. Jerry Perkins
Director of Transportation and Purchases
Great Northern Paper Company
75 Prospect Street
Stamford, Conn.
06901
RE: Proposed Regulations of
Maine Geological Survey Concerning Mining on Lands in
Which the State Has a Common
and Undivided Interest.
Dear Jerry:
I attempted to call you recently to discuss certain provisions in the proposed regulations recently sent out by Lee Schepps
and Bob Doyle for comment.
The principal problems we see with the proposed regulations
appear to be a result of trying to make the present mining statutes,
which were written to cover lands owned 100% by the State, apply to
the State's minority undivided interests in lands principally owned
by individuals of corporations. While we dislike some of the provisions of the Statutes as they refer to lands totally owned by the
State, at least we can choose not to explore those lands without
cutting ourselves out of major parts of the unorganized townships.
If the statutes are extrapolated to apply to the State's small undivided ownership in many townships, the State attains what amounts
to veto power over proposed operations through ownership of a very
small undivided interest. This veto power could be a serious impediment to development of the mineral potential of whole townships. We
do not believe this is in the best interests of either the landowners,
the company willing to risk its capital on exploration, or the State.
Our first specific objection to the proposed regulations
is the absence of a definition of what the State would demand in
mining leases covering its common and undivided interests in unorganized townships. Under the provisions of the present statutes covering mining on State land, a minable ore deposit must be discovered
and substantiated to the State before a License to Mine can be granted,
and a Mining Lease cannot be entered into with the State until after a

Mr. Jerry Perkins
February 23, 1978

Page 2

License to Mine has been granted. A public hearing must precede
the issuance of a License to Mine. During this period, which includes all of the exploration period, the Lessee has no idea
whether the terms demanded by the State will be prohibitive to
mining any ore body he might discover. We feel strongly that the
State should be prepared to negotiate mining leases with the Lessee
if he has acquired agreements with owners of a majority of the undivided interests in the lands in question. The terms of the mining
leases with the State should be no more onerous or restrictive to
the Lessee than those he has negotiated with private owners of the
balance of the undivided interests in the lands in question.
We also object to the provision in the proposed regulations
requiring a Lessee to release proprietary information to the Geological Survey. Releasing information to private owners under the terms
of a contract often can be done without jeopardizing the advantage of
information the explorer has worked so hard to develop, but we fear
that releasing information to the State is nearly equivalent to publishing it, because of the "right to know laws". An explorer spends
his time, talent, and capital to collect and develop information,
and releasing that information to the State could allow his competitor to attain it at no cost or effort.
We feel that the State's minority interests in unorganized
townships should be handled the same as private undivided interests,
to remove the State from the plural role of landlord, regulator, and
policeman. Only then can the mineral potential of these lands be
fully explored. We hope you can support our position on the proposed
regulations.
Sincerely yours,

B. C. Scott
BCS:mh
cc:

J. s. Cummings
J. M. Langton
R. T. Sellars, Jr.
B. Wyckoff

United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF MINES
P. 0. Box 228
Augusta, Maine 04330
Li a i son Office

Maine
March 3, 1978
Mr. Robert G. Doyle
Di rector
Maine Geological Survey
Augusta, Maine 04333
Dear Mr. Doyle,
A copy of the draft of proposed mining regulations by the
Maine Geological Survey was forwarded to the U. S. Bureau of Mines
office of Env ironmental Coord ination in Washington, D. C., for
comment.
Normally, regu lations implementing a statute should stand by
themselves. It is suggested that the regulation should cover the
law completely even though it is repetitious. As for the orga niza t ion,
it shou ld fol low the standard format -- authority, th e n requirements
and f in a l ly appeals and pena lt ies, etc.
It is agreed that clarif ication of the law is necessary for
prospecting and mi ning on lands in which the state has common and
undivided interest.
Very t ruly,
/J /
, .--' , ._ ,, I / //., ; tr',

/

<

HERBERT R. BABlTZKE
USBM Liaison Officer--Maine

January 30, 1978

Mr. ,Tolm BorJt:.

General Manager--Woodlands
Brm·m Company

650 Main Street

Berlin, NH

03570

Dear ,John:

Thanks for your letter about the proposed mining
regulations.

When a regulation covering unlocated lots

and interests of tile State is adoptcu, you will not be
the only cor,.1pany which is not then in cornpliu.nce with it,
so I woul<l not worry about that.

Upon adoption of a

rerJulation, I v1ould. suggest that you (or your mining
~)coplc) promptl:i take such stors as are necess0ry to

protect their m•;n interests regardin<r unlocatcd lots.
T~ind regards.

Very truly yours,

I,cP r~. Schprps, Lir8ctor
Du1:ec',U of l 1 •.1blic T,ands

January 23, 1978

Mr. Lee M. Schepps, Director
Bureau of Public Lands
Department of Conservation
Augusta, Maine 04333
Dear Lee:
I have looked over your letter and enclosure of
January 11, 1978, with reference to mineral exploration and mining agreements involving lands wherein the
State holds minority land ownership positions.
I see no problems with one possible exception and
that might be a technicality. That is, if the regulation precedes the final consummation of our land
exchange we would have some immediate violations in
that we presently have two groups involved in exploration on our fee lands which contain unlocated public
lots.
If you wish we can apprise them of the situation
or furnish you data as to the agreements. I'm assuming,
of course, that any violations would be very short term
since our land exchange should be wrapped up shortly.
Please let me know if you want us to take any
action at this time.
Sincer,y ly,

L,,~✓fJohn H. Bork
General Manager-Woodlands

12/22/77

DRAFT OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS
OF MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
CONCERNING MINING ON LANDS IN WHICH THE STATE
HAS A COMMON AND UNDIVIDED INTEREST
Pursuant to the provisions of Title 12 M.R.S.A., Section 542.7,
the Maine Geological Survey (the "Survey"} hereby adopts the following
regulations concerning mining on public lands in which the State has
a common and undivided interest:
1.

Definitions.

(a)

"Person" shall include individuals, part-

nerships, corporations and other legal entities.
(b} "Mining Laws" shall mean the provisions of Title 12 M.R.S .A.,
Chapter 201A, Subchapter II.
2.

Where the State owns a common and undivided interest in

(but less than the whole of) any land (the "land") in which is
situated any potential or actual mineral deposit with respect to
which a person (the."Prospector") wishes to engage in exploration
or mining activities, then the Prospector shall be required to obtain
a prospector's permit under Section 547 of the Mining Laws prior to
engaging in such exploration activities.

The Survey shall accept

no claim for filing, issue no machinery and explosives permit, nor
issue a license to mine or mining lease covering the land involved
unless and until the Prospector shall have obtained the written
consent of the private common and undivided owners of the land
involved.

The written consent may take the form of a separate

agreement between the private common and undivided owners and the
Prospector.

3.

Where the State owns less than a majority interest in the

land involved, the provisions of this paragraph shall apply.

In

this situation, staking shall be required if and only to the extent
specifically determined by the Director of the Survey to be reasonable and warranted under the circumstances.

Upon filing the claim

(and staking to the extent specifically required by the Director
under this paragraph), the person filing the claim shall be considered the claimholder of record of the State's minority interest.
The amount of the claim fee and the required amount of work to be
performed on the claim shall be proportionately reduced to reflect
the State's interest in the claimed area, provided, however, the
amount of the claim fee and the required amount of work shall not
be less than $10 and $250 per year, respectively.

A person with

a registered claim shall be required to certify to the Survey, in
an affidavit pursuant to Section 547.4.G of the Mining Laws, the
amount and nature of the work done with respect to areas claimed,
but shall not be required to include in such affidavit or to file
with the Survey proprietary information describing the extent and
content of the mineral deposit involved; provided, however the
Survey shall not enter into any license to mine or mining lease
unless and until it shall have had an opportunity to examine, in
such detail as the Director of the Survey shall require such information as has been provided or is available to the majority owner(s)
of the land involved.

4.

Except as otherwise expressly provided in these regulations,

all provisions of the Mining Laws shall apply to the interest of
the State in all lands in which the State owns a common and undivided
(but less than the whole) interest and to prospectors thereon and
claimants thereto, including, without limitation, the minimum expenditure of money (or work) on exploration, the five-year limitation
on renewability of claims and the prohibition agains mining without
the issuance by the Survey of a license to mine or mining lease.
Prior to issuing a license to mine or mining lease for such land,
the Survey shall make a land use ruling and hold a public hearing
as set forth in the Mining Laws.

E)f{ON MINERALS COMPANY, U.S.A.
POST OFFICE BOX 120 • DENVER, COLORADO 80201

EXPLORATION DEPARTMENT

January 26, 1978
RE:

Proposed Regulations
Maine Geological Survey

Robert G. Doyle, Director
Maine Geological Survey
State of Maine
Department of Conservation
Augusta, Maine 04333
Dear Mr. Doyle:
I am in receipt of your letter dated January 11, 1978, wherein you
invite comments regarding your proposed regulations concerning mining
on lands in which the State of Maine has an undivided mineral interest.
I will not be able to attend the public hearing to be held on February
27th; however, I do take this opportunity to share my thoughts with
you.
Paragraph 2. of the proposed regulations appear to be too restrictive
for the benefit of the State. Under such regulations, the State s
economic interest would be entirely controlled by disinterested coowners. It is customary that if owners of undivided mineral interest
constituting a share in excess of 50% consent to any type of land management or use, then that majority interest shall control. I recommend that
the proposed regulations be amended to this effect.
1

The regulations do not specifically provide for a reduction of royalty
to represent the State s undivided interest. I am certain that the
State plans to put such a provision in any mining lease or permit; however, it may be advisable to include such a prov i sion in the proposed
regulations also.
1

I sincerely appreciate your g1v1ng Exxon the opportunity of reviewing
the proposed regulations and compliment you on your professionalism
which has been directed to the thinking out and writing of such proposed
reg ul a ti on s .
Cordi ally,

a. ~ z~~
Omer R. Humble

ORH:jk

AN OPE RATI NG DI VISION OF EXXON COM PANY, U.S.A .. A DIV ISIO N OF EXX ON COR PO RATION

PIERCE, ATWOOD, SCRIBNER, ALLEN, SMITH & LANCASTER
/\TTOR,,J EYS AT LAW

FRE-:D C .SCR!E.11-IER, JR
CHARLES VJ. ALLEN

]885-1960

OME MONUMENT SQUARE

.JOTHAM D. PIERCE
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March 8, 1978

.JOTHAM 0. PIERCE, JR
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Mr"
e 11. Schepp s, Di rec tor
B:..ireau of Public Lands
Department of Conseryation
Augusta, ·Maine Qt'.~333
Mr. Robert G. Doyle, Director
Maine Geological Survey
Department of Conservation
Augusta, Maine 0 1\333
Dear Mr. Schepps ,Sr. Mr. Doyle:
Enclosed
ease find ·written comrn.ents on behalf
General Crude il Company on the proposed joint regulev:ton
governing mining developments on lands partially m·med by
the State
I hope these will be of some assistance tb
you. Don Perkins and I would be happy to sit dmvn with
you if we can be of any fl1rther help in developing these
regulations or in developing clarifying legislation.

JBZ/mkm
Enclosures
cc: Donald W. Perkins, Esquire
D. ·wood
James
, Esq.
John Jl. Bork
·wellman, Esq.
·i--;-<:,
o-h'-or1
. L. - .

COM11EN""TS OF GENERAL CRUDE OIL CO~fPANY TO BE INCLUDED IN RECORD OF
PUBLIC HEARING HELD FEBRUARY 27, 1978 ON PROPOSED REGULATION
PREPARED JOINTLY BY THE MAIN"'"£ GEOLOGICAL SURVEY AND THE BUREAU OF
PUBLIC LANDS WITH RESPECT TO MINER.AL DEVELOPl'-fENT OF LAJ'H)S PARTIALLY
O\.·JNt:D BY THE STATE

lG Common and undivided o·wnership. We are concerned whether
the M;::,ine-GeofogICa'l-Survey statuT::·es-apply to lands in common and
undivided m•mershi,;:i" · The procedures, 1anguage,.and fabric of the
statutes appear to be directed at nstate-m,med" lands where the
State is the 100% mmero .It i:JOuld appear that ·the statute should
be clarified
in that regard.
\
2. Non-eonsenting ioint m,merso Paragraph 2 of the proposed
regulations addresses permfE"sro-i-piospecting under Section 54.7,,
It goes on to state that the survey shall accept no claim for
filing, issue no machinery and explosives permit no:c issue a
.. "-•
• •
1
·1
•
1 11 "
1:t-cense
LO mJ.ne m: mining ... ease un.,_ess the prospector s ·ia -~ nave
obtained the i;vritten consent of the private, common and undivided
owners of the land involved~
·h" 1 t._e
h
"'db e. cJ.arir:iea
"'.,... ~.•
x: irst ,. ·we t:..:u1.,:e
regu 1··
at ion shou1.
cnat
the requirer?ent of ~n:i~te1; consent of other owners does no~ app~y
·::o p:i::-OS£~~ctJ_:r:1&o ~1.'h:Ls is J.mportant because each .m,mer has the right to
explore and determine ·what minerals there may be ·within the land
in- ·"qhich he has a common, ownershipo
'i":,•·

Second, ·we do not believe that the ·written consent of
all private, cmnmon and undivided 0~ mers of the land involved
·should be required as provided in Paragraph 2. This is tantamount
to vesting each private mmer of a fractional interest in the
f'""
- -Jan·d s wit
· h a rig1t
" 1 to veto a_J
,~ mining
. .
. . .
--Lt is
.
·a._r:ected
activities.
inconsistent v7ith long-~standing common law relating to jointlym,med properties so to permit one co-0·1:mer to dictate the development. of the co-o-vmed properties.
1

1
·•J
~ - ex1.s
• ··-1_ing
•
"
') ') M
C 1-\. 2\
g c; 3 , a non-consent...ing
'- .
"nner
;.av/,
-->->
l. R
_ "o.
;1 - ~
co-owner would be entitl~d-to his pro ~ata share of profits derived
F
•·
M10reover, noi:ice
·•
•,
t t-o remove m1nera.1s
·
, ·wou1.a
"i"
;.rom
minrng~
o:cc incen
have
to be u£iven to all co-··01.m.ers pursuant
to Jl:. 1-LR.S&A. §7505.
.
~
Failure to do · so can result ir1 the assessment of triple dam.c'lges
against the co·-mmer who removed minerals. Once the non-consenting
co-owner receives the statutory notice, he c.an ah,mys move to
• nartition
his interest.
,..

' ·we' believe that a requirement in the regulation that all
co-owners consent, ·which finds no direct support in the Maine
Geological Survey statutes, would be invalid as being in conflict
,.-1.·
·'-ho.
p,·o
r~i-·'l
sha-r·i·ng
01.·c profi' rs
amr1no,i ·i-,n
~
L.,1.-.:c ,si~p-"-11t-e
•-~•'-··•- . : , Tel'"'c·
_ C.t , ·ir10__
e, ·'-o
l_
G,...,c..
~
LC c..
U. 0
co·-0-1,mers and notice of intent to remove minerals to co-mmers,
":·,hic._h clearly contemplate mining activities with less than all coown~rs .consentingo
0

3., .?tals}:_~g" , Par':'-grap!7- 3 of the p~opos~d reg;ulations c;:mtains
a statement tnat '·staking shall be required if and only to ti1.e
extents specifically determined by the Director of the Survey to
11
be reasonable and warranted ur1der the circumstances.
The statutory
.
,..
.
h
.
·1
.
•
•
f::'
5
l. 7 ( ?. .).
h
'
1• d
1 as
b asis ror c is regu~acion is~ 4 \~ w.1.c11 provi es, !I as near_y
circumstances will permit~ a claim shall be staked out in the
1
r ~1 ~
•
~
'I
T
•
1 ,c.1.er
.,f
•
t-:u-cory
•
£O~lowing
manner, name.ty
.Lt is
unc 1 ear ·w:ie
cne
sea
language permits deviation from the required staking procedures (a)
only in the case of physical impediments
to compliance
·with the
u,.
H
proceciUre or , b) in 1:he case of other circumstances such as the
economically p:i:·ohibit:.ive cost of complying "t'lith the staking procedures for an entire to'\mshiD. He believe that the statutes should
be clarified in this regard. '· We believe that Paragraph 3 of the
proposed regulations should be revised to more closely track the
statntory language, leaving application of that la.nguage by the
Director of the Survey to a case-·by-case determinntion.
2
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Information prior to licensing or leasing. Paragraph
3 of the proposecf"'regulations provides :Ln thelast:; sentence that
the Survey shall not enter into a license or lease until i.t has
had an opportunity to examine information which has been provided
or i.s available to the private m,mers of: the affected land. We
believe that a requLcement should be added that the Director of the
Survey ·Nill ta'k.e action 1vith respect to any request for a license
or a lease 1·Jithin 90 days after recc:ipt by him of such information.

Non-exclusive right to possession.
Section 547(3) of the
<-'11-~vr::,y •--:J.L.C4.Lt..
C -c:, ·-,1·-e
p•-0·····1a'e
8 DPr:•con
11!'.'IS
.. ,__
J_
v __ . 0 -'-l1at
L_
a.
1 --~- w
... v7ho
c_
located and recorced a c.:l.aim sha11 have "the rig"f1t of possession
of the premises
covered bv
that claim., o o o 11 In the case of lands
•.I
01:med 100% by the State, this ·would presumably be the exclusive
right of possession for exploration purposes. In the case of lands
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wishes to cooperate with State
this prograrn. - If there is any further
't-Je might provide, please let us know,.
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COMPA1VY, INC;

TIMBERLAND
I

SERVICE

107 COURT STREET• BANGOR, MAINE 04401 • TELEPHONE 207 9 4 2 ·8295

:F'ebruary 13, 1978

Mr. Lee M. Schepps, Director
Bureau of Public Lands
Department of Conservation
Augusta, Maine 04333
Re:

Maine Geological Survey

Dear Lee:
I am responding to your recent letter which solicits comments
on the Maine Geological Survey.
I address my comments to the sit· uation where the state is a minority common and undivided owner
with private owners (although the principal would apply on 100%
state owned lands also).
One has to understand that the mining companies are undertaking a large capital risk particularly during exploration. This
is risk capital in its truest sense.
It would be unreasonable to ask the mining companies to take
this economic risk and then after they had made a discovery expect
to negotiate a lease with them. The state should negotiate the
lease terms prior to exploration. The state should be involved
on the same basis as the private common and undivided owners in
lease negotiations.
Secondly, I see problems .in the possibility that the mining
companies might have to disclose truly proprietary information in
public hearings.
I have no quarrel with right-to-know laws per
se; , however, I go back to the enormous capital risk involved for
the mining companies. You would remove a lot of this incentive
to explore if they were put in the position of having to disclose
pro?rietary information that could eventually find its way to competitors.
In the case of the publicly owned mining comp~nies, SEC
disclosure requirements would probably take care of some of the
disclosure problems. Further, if you are dealing with reputable
mining companies, I think they would make every effort to keep all
the landowners informed.
11

11

The possibility of these mining · companies exploring for minerals in Maine is in the best interests of both the state and the
private owner.
I would hate to see the state put up unreasonable
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roadblocks that would lessen the incentive of the mining companies
to explore.
I feel the above two areas of the Survey as presently
proposed would do this .
I would be happy to discuss this further with you or Mr . Doyle.
Sincerely yours,
PRENTISS

&

CARLISLE CO. , INC.

/If.,'( hi' ~
David M. Carlisle
Treasurer

cc:

Robert Doyle, State Geologist ,/
State House
Augusta, ME 04333

MINERALS COMPANY, U.S.A.
POST OFFICE BOX 120 • DENVER, COLORADO 80201

EXPLORATION DEPARTMENT

January 26, 1978
RE:

Proposed Regulations
Maine Geological Survey

Lee M. Schepps, Director
Bureau of Public Lands
State of Maine
Department of Conservation
Augusta, Maine 04333
Dear Mr. Schepps:
I am in receipt of your letter dated January 11, 1978, wherein you
invite comments regarding your proposed regulations concerning mining
on lands in which the State of Maine has an undivided mineral interest.
I will not be able to attend the public hearing to be held on February
27th; however, I do take this opportunity to share my thoughts with
you.

Paragraph 2. of the proposed regulations appear to be too restrictive
for the benefit of the State. Under such regulations, the State's
economic interest would be entirely controlled by disinterested coowners. It is customary that if owners of undivided mineral interest
constituting a share in excess of 50% consent to any type of land management or use, then that majority interest shall control. I recommend that
the proposed regulations be amended to this effect.
The regulations do not specifically provide for a reduction of royalty
to represent the State's undivided interest. I am certain that the
State plans to put such a provision in any mining lease or permit; however, it may be advisable to include such a provision in the proposed
regulations also.
I sincerely appreciate your g1v1ng Exxon the opportunity of reviewing
the proposed regulations and compliment you on your professionalism
which has been directed to the thinking out and writing of such proposed
regulations.

Cordi ally,
,c-/,
/,,/
µ~,"'}__ ,:'~
/. ,., . ~

Omer R. Humble
ORH: jk
M,

OPE111\lll·J(, [JII/ISION 01 EXXON COMP/\N>'. I!

,\

A

[ll\'ISIDr, Of EXXOl-1 COflPOR/\TION

STATE OF MAI NE

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
AUGUSTA MAINE 04333

JAMES B. LONGLEY

RICHARD E. BARRINGER

GOVERNOR

COMMISSIONER

Recent changes in mining laws relating to State lands
have clarified and simplified procedures for acquiring rights
to mineral development on these lands. At the same time, the
Bureau 0£ Public Lands has initiated a management program to
make more effective use 0£ State owned lands.
One of the areas in need of clarification is the procedure concerning mining rights for the State's common and
undivided interest in townships or tracts which are partially
owned by the State. At the present time, the Maine Geological
Survey is operating merely under an informal policy by which
the State receives a proportional interest in a mining venture
at the time when a mineral deposit has been defined and development begins.
By virtue 0£ the creation of the Bureau of Public Lands
and the recent land exchanges conducted by that agency, the
State now has minority and majority common and undivided
interests in several townships and tracts. The procedure
concerning mining rights on these lands is therefore in need
of refinement.
Enclosed is a proposed regulation prepared jointly by the
Maine Geological Survey and the Bureau of Public Lands. Since
the proposed regulation refers to the new law, a copy of the
revised statutes governing mining on State lands is enclosed.

&REAU OF GEOLOGY- ROBERT G DOYLE,DIRECTOR & STATE GEOLOGIST-TELEPHO'\JE '207-289-2801

Date
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Essentially, this regulation would allow a State-owned
common and undivided interest to become available for
claim-staking in conjunction with the commitment of the
other joint owners to permit active exploration and/or
mining on the land involved.
If agreement cannot be
reached in a given situation the~ of course, one or more
of the owners are entitled to pai' tition their respective
interests.
We will conduct a public hearing on this regulation
at 10:00 A.M. on Monday, February 27, 1978, at the Ray
Building Third Floor Conference Room, AMHI Grounds, Outer
Hospital Street, Augusta. You may attend the hearing
if you wish , but, in any event, your comments and suggestions
are invited to be sent to either or both of the undersigned
at any time up until 10 days subsequent to the hearing
date.

Robert G. Doyle, Director
Maine Geological Survey

Lee M. Schepps, Director
Bureau of Public Lands

D/1
Enclosures
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STATE OF MAINE
lnter,Departmental Memorandum
To

J ~m

;/ii
Date

November 18, 1977

Robert Doyle, Director

D¢L

Maine Geological Survey

Lee M. Schepps, Director

D~L

Bureau of Public Lands, DOC

/~Sb'
Amendment to Mining Laws
u ~ect ----=-.:.....c:....c:.--'..:=-------~..::...::'----"-=-==::;:.::....-'-----'=.:..:....:::--------------------------

~,

This will confirm our conversation of November 17, 1977, concerning what I regard to be as a significant loophole in the mining
laws concerning known deposits of non-metallic minerals, including,
specifically, the Great Heath.

I recommend that you study this matter and take whatever action
is necessary to develop appropriate legislation and to clear this
matter up at the earliest possible time.
My preliminary thoughts on the matter would be something along
the following lines: Amend Title 12, M.R.S.A., § 547 by adding a
new Section 2.A as follows:
2.A.
Non-Metallic Minerals. The Director may by regulation
exempt one or more specific non-metallic minerals or one or more
specific known deposits of non-metallic minerals from the claim
filing and staking requirements and procedures in subsections 3
and 4 of Section 547 of this subchapter. All other requirements
and procedures of this subchapter shall apply to such minerals
and deposits.

I will be pleased to meet with you, Pidot and Barringer or
others at any time to assist in any way I can and to discuss this
matter.

/keh
cc:

Richard E. Barringer
Commissioner

.I-
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DRAFT OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS
OF MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
CONCERNING MINING ON LANDS IN WHICH THE STATE
HAS A COMMON AND UNDIVIDED INTEREST
Pursuant to the provisions of Title 12 M.R.S.A., Section 542.7,
the Maine Geological Survey (the "Survey") hereby adopts the following
regulations concerning mining on public lands in which the State has
a common and undivided interest:
1.

Definitions.

(a) "Person" shall include individuals, part-

nerships, corporations and other legal entities.
{b} "Mining Laws" shall mean the provisions of Title 12
M.R.S.A., Chapter 201A, Subchapter II.
2.

Where the State owns a corrrr:;:~i )nd~vided interest in
11

(but less than the whole of) any land t\ in which is situated any potential or actual mineral deposit with respect to which a person (the
"Prospector") wishes to engage in exploration or mining activities
+t;-l=re-!!--:bafl<l~~, then the Prospector shall be required to obtain a

prospector's permit under Section 547 of the Mining Laws prior to
engaging in such exploration activities.

The Survey shall issue no

machinery and explosives permit, shall accept no claim for filing
and shall issue no license to mine or mining lease covering the
land involved unless and until the Prospector shall have .obtained
the written consent of the private common and undivided owners of
the land involved.

The written consent may take the form of a

separate agreement between the private common and undivided owners
and the Prospector.
~<J~

Where;. State owns less than a majority interest in the land
involved, staking shall be required if and only to the extent

specifically determined by the Director of the Survey to be reasonablE
and warranted under the circumstances.

Upon filing the claim (and

staking to the extent specifically required by the Director u~der
this paragraph) the person filing the nG-ae--e-e-f claim shall be considered the claimholder of record of the State's minority interest,
to the extent of the claim.

The amount of the claim fee and the

required amount of work to be performed on the claim shall be proportionately reduced to reflect the State's interest in the claimed
area, provided, however, the amount of the claim fee and the required
amount of work shall not be less than $10 and $250 per year, respectively.

A person with a registered claim shall be required to certify

to the Survey, in an affidavit pursuant to Section 547.4.G of the
Mining Laws, the amount and nature of the work done with respect
to areas claimed but shall not be required to include in such affidavit
or to file with the Survey proprietary information describing the
extent and content of the mineral deposit involved, provided, however,
the Survey shall not enter into any license to mine or mining lease
unless and until it shall have had an opportunity to examine in such
detail as the Director of the Survey shall requireF such information
as has been provided or is available to the majority owner(i) of the
land involved.

3,h.

Except as otherwise expressly provided in these regulations,

all provisions of the Mining Laws shall apply to the interest of the
State in all lands in which the State owns a common and undivided
(but less than the whole) interest and to Prospectors thereon and
claimants thereto, including, without limitation, the minimum expenditure of money (or work) on exploration, the five-year limitation
on renewability of claims and the prohibition against mining without

the issuance by the Survey of a license to mine or mining lease.
Prior to issuing a license to mine or mining lease for such landr
the Survey shall make a land use ruling and hold a public hearjng
a~ set forth in the Mining Laws.
5.

Nothing in these regulations shall impair or affect the

rights of the State and private O'Wilers to partition their respective
interests, by agreement, judicial proceedings or otherwise.

December 8, 1977
Lee Shhepps , Director

Bur . of Public Lands

Robert G. Doyle, Director

Me. Geological Survey

Mining Law Regulation

This draft looks good to me , exceptin g that I question (speaking
for M.G.S.) the need for 4t4. Howe ver , I don ' t feel strongly about
it .

RGD/lab
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DRAFT OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS
OF MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
CONCERNING MINING ON LANDS IN WHICH THE STATE
HAS A COMMON AND UNDIVIDED INTEREST
Pursuant to the provisions of Title 12 M.R.S.A., Section 542.7,
the Maine Geological Survey (the "Survey") hereby adopts the following
regulations concerning mining on public lands in which the State has
a common and undivided interest:
l.

Definitions.

(a)

"Person" shall include individuals, part-

nerships, corporations and other legal entities.
(b)

"Mining Laws" shall mean the provisions of Title 12 M.R.S.A.,

Chapter 201A, Subchapter II.
2.

Where the State owns a common and undivided interest in

(but less than the whole of) any land (the "land") in which is situated
any potential or actual mineral deposit with respect to which a person
(the "Prospector") wishes to engage in exploration or mining activities,
then the Prospector shall be required to obtain a prospector's permit
under Section 547 of the Mining laws prior to engaging in such exploration activities.

The Survey shall accept no claim for filing, issue

no machinery and explosives permit, nor issue a license to mine or
mining lease covering the land involved unless and until the Prospector
shall have obtained the written consent of the private common and
undivided owners of the land involved.

The written consent may take

the form of a separate agreement between the private common and undivided owners and the Prospector.
The provision of this paragraph shall apply where the State owns
less than a majority interest in the land involved.

In this situation,

staking shall be required if and only to the extent specifically determined by the Director of the Survey to be reasonable and warranted under

the circumstances.

Upon filing the claim (and staking to the extent

specifically required by the Director under this paragraph), the
person filing the claim shall be considered the claimholder of
record of the State's minority interest.

The amount of the claim

fee and the required amount of work to be performed on the claim
shall be proportionately reduced to reflect the State's interest
in the claimed area, provided, however, the amount of the 20 acre
equivalent claim fee and the required amount of work shall not be
less than $10 and $250 per year, respectively.

A person with a

registered claim shall be required to certify to the Survey, in an
affidavit pursuant to Section 547.4.G of the Mining Laws, the amount
and :n:t:.ure of the work done with respect to areas claimed, but shall
not be required to include in such affidavit or to file with the
Survey proprietary information describing the extent and content
of the mineral deposit involved; provided, however, the Survey shall
not enter into any license to mine or mining lease unless and until
it shall have had an opportunity to examine in such detail as the
Director of the Survey shall require, information as has been
provided or is available to the majority owner(s) of the land involved.
3.

Except as otherwise

expressly provided in these regulations,

all provisions of the Mining Laws shall apply to the interest of the
State in all lands in which the State owns a common and undivided
(but less than the whole) interest and to prospectors thereon and
claimants thereto, including, without limitation, the minimum expenditure of money (or work) on exploration, the five-year limitation
on renewability of claims and the prohibition against mining without
the issuance by the Survey of a license to mine or mining lease. Prior
to issuing a license to mine or mining lease for such land, the Survey

shall make a land use ruling and hold a public hearing as set forth
in the Mining Laws.
4.

Nothing in these regulations shall impair or affect the

rights of the State and private owners to partition their respective
interests, by agreement, judicial proceedings or otherwise.
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DRAF'I' OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS
OF MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
CONCERNING MINING ON LANDS IN WHICH THE STATE
HAS A COMMON AND UNDIVIDED INTEREST
Pursuant to the provisions of Title 12 M.R.S.A., Section 542.7,
the Maine Geological Survey (the "Survey") hereby adopts the following
regulations concerning mining on public lands in which the State has
a common and undivided interest:

1.

Definitions.

(a) "Person" shall include individuals, part-

nerships, corporations and other legal entities.
(b) "Mining Laws" shall mean the provisions of Title 12

M.R.S.A., Chapter 201A, Subchapter II"
Where the State owns a common ang, undivided interest in
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land involved unless and until the Prospector shall have .obtained
the written consent of the private common and undivided owners of
the land involved.

The written consent may take the form of a

separate agreement between the private common and undivided owners
and the Prospector.
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The amount of the claim fee and the

required amount of work to be performed on the claim shall be proportionately reduced to reflect the State's interest in the claimed
area
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provided' however
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the amount of

~ne·::~/iaim fee anc:Cfh;J required

amount of work shall not be less than $10 and $250 per year, respectively.

A person with a registered claim shall be required to certify

to the Survey, in an affidavit pursuant to Section 547.4.G of the
Mining Laws, the amount and nature of the work done with respect
to areas claime~·but shall not be required to include in such affidavi1
or to file with the Survey proprietary information describing the
extent and content of the mineral deposit involved,• provided, however 0
the Survey shall not enter into any license to mine or mining lease
unless and until it shall have had an opportunity to examine in such
detail as the Director of the Survey shall require,

information

as has been provided or is available to the majority owner (s') of the
land involved.

3.~-

Except as otherwise expressly provided in these regulations,

all provisions of the Mining Laws shall apply to the interest of the
State in all lands in which the State owns a common and undivided
(but less than the whole) interest and to Prospectors thereon and
claimants thereto, including, without limitation, the minimum expenditure of money (or work) on exploration, the five-year limitation
on renewability of claims and the prohibition against mining without

the issuance by the Survey of a license to mine or mining lease.
Prior to issuing a license to mine or mining lease for such land,
the Survey shall make a land use ruling and hold a public hearing
as set forth in the Mining Laws.
~1,5.

Nothing in these regulations shall impair or affect the

rights of the State and private owners to partition their respective
interests, by agreement, judicial proceedings or otherwise.

STATE OF MAINE
Inter-Departmental Memorandum
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Jeff Pidot
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October 31, 1977

Attorney General's Office

Conservation-Geology, Public
Lands
. _
Mining
on_lands
in_which
the
a _
common
and
individual
u 1ect
_ _..:___
____
____
_ _State
_ _ _has
___
____
__
_ _ _ _ _ _interest
_ _ __
Sb
From

Robert G. Doylet; Lee M.} Schepps

Dept.

Date

Dept.

May we counsel with you concerning the attached proposed regulations?
In addition, we would appreciate your assistance and guidance concerning
the procedures to be used in adopting regulations on this subject.

D/lab
Attachment
cc: Lee Schepps

DRAFT OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS
OF MAINE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
CONCERNING MINING ON LANDS IN WHICH THE STATE
HAS A COMMON AND UNDIVIDED INTEREST
Pursuant to the provisions of Title 12 M.R.S.A.Section 541.7, the
Maine Geological Survey (the "Survey") hereby adopts the following
regulations concerning mining on public lands in which the State has
a common and undivided interest:
1.

Definitions.

(a)

"Person" shall include individuals, part-

nerships, corporations and other legal entities.
(b)

"Mining Laws" shall mean the provisions of Title 12,

M.R.S.A., Chapter 201A, Subchapter II.
2.

Where the State has a majority common a.nd undivided interest

in (but less than the whole of} any land in which is situated any
potential or actual mineral deposit with respect to which a person
wishes to engage in exploration or mining activities (the "land"}, a
prospector's permit shall be required, claims shall be filed and all
procedures shall be followed under the Mining Laws as if the land were
100 percent owned by the State.

The Agency of the State having juris-

diction over the land shall deal with and, where appropriate, account
to the minority owners for royalties under any license to mine or mining
lease.

Prospectors fees, claim fees, and similar charges (not including

royalties), shall be retained by the Survey to cover administrative costs._
3.

Where the State has a minority interest in any land in which

is situated any potential or actual mineral deposit with respect to which
a person wishes to engage in exploration or mining activities, then
the person shall be required to obtain a prospector's permit (including
a machinery and explosives permit, if appropriate) under Section 547 of
the .Mining Laws.

If the person wishes to file one or more claims on the

land, then the person shall file with the Survey a "notice of claim"
delineating and describing the specific areas of-land involved in which
the State owns a minority interest and, to the extent practicable,
containing the other information set forth in Section 547.4 of the
Mining Laws.

Staking of the area shall be required if arrl only to the

extent specifically determined by the Director of the Survey to be
reasonable and warranted under the particular circumstances.

Upon

filing the notice of claim (and staking to the extent specifically
required by the Director under this paragraph) the person filing t.he
notice of claim shall be considered the claimholder of record of the
State's minority interest, to the extent of the claim.

The amount

of the claim fee and the required amount of work to be performed on the
claim shall be proportionately reduced to reflect the State's interest
in the claimed area; provided, however, the amount of the claim fee
and the required amount of work shall not be less than $10 and $250 per
year, respectively.

A person with a registered notice of claim shall

be required to certify to the Survey, in an affidavit pursuant to Section
547.4.G of the Mining Laws, the amount and nature of the work done with
respect to areas claimed but shall not be required to include in such
affidavit or to file with the Survey proprietary information concerning
the extent and content of the mineral deposit involved; provided, however,
the Survey shall not enter into any license to mine or mining lease
unless and until it shall have had an opportunity to examine in such
detail as the Director of the Survey shall require, such information as
has been provided or is available to the majority owner(s) of the land
involved.

Except as otherwise expressly provided in these re9ulations,

all provisions_ of the Mining Laws shall apply to the interest of the
State in such lands and to such claimantsr including, without limitation,

the minimum expenditure of money (or work) on exploration, the five-year
limitation on renewability of claims and the prohibition against mining
without the issuance by the Survey of a license to mine or mining lease.
Prior to issuing a license to mine or mining lease for such land,
the Survey shall make a land use ruling and hold a public hearing as
set forth in the Mining Laws.
4.

No license to mine or mining lease shall be granted by the Survey

for any land in which the State owns less than a 100 percent interest
without the written consent or joinder of the private owners of the
land involved, whether the State has a majority or minority interest.
Nothing in these regulations shall impair or affect the rights of the
State and private owners to partition their respective interests, by
agreement, judicial proceedings or otherwir.;e.

